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In the Banach space setting s-complete Boolean algebras of projections
 .briefly, B.a. or, equivalently, their representation as spectral measures,
w xwere intensively studied by W. Bade 1, 2 . Such objects are a natural
extension of the fundamental notion of the resolution of the identity of a
normal operator in Hilbert space. Since the concepts involved are of a
topological and order theoretic nature there is no difficulty in extending
the study of such objects to the setting of locally convex Hausdorff spaces
 . w xbriefly, lcHs 10, 12 . If the underlying lcHs X is a separable FrechetÂ
space, then it is known that such a B.a. M is necessarily a closed subset of
 . wL X with respect to the strong operator topology t ; see 8, Proposition 3;s
 .x  .9, Theorem 5 i . Here L X denotes the space of all continuous linear
operators of X into itself. There are many sufficient conditions known on
both X and M which guarantee that if M is s-complete, then it is
 . w xnecessarily a t -closed subset of L X ; see 7]9 , for example.s
Despite the quite general criteria referred to above it is easy to exhibit
 .examples where M fails to be t -closed in L X . For instance, let Xs
2w x.denote the non-separable Hilbert space l 0, 1 . Let S denote the family
w xof Borel subsets of 0, 1 . Define, for each E g S, the selfadjoint projec-
 .  .  .tion P E g L X by P E x s x x for each x g X. It is straightforwardE
  . 4to verify that M s P E ; E g S is a s-complete B.a. To see that M is
w x  .not t -closed, let F : 0, 1 be any non-Borel set and let F F denote thes
  .family of all finite subsets of F directed by inclusion. Then P E ; E g
 .4F F is a net in M which is t -convergent to the selfadjoint projections
 .Q g L X of multiplication by x . However, Q f M. Despite the fact thatF
M is not t -closed it is routine to verify that M is sequentially t -closed ins s
 .  4`L X . That is, if P : M is any sequence which is t -convergent inn ns1 s
 .  .L X , say to the element T g L X , then actually T g M.
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Dr. Susumu Okada posed the question of whether it is always the case
 .that a Bade s-complete B.a. M : L X is sequentially t -closed. The aims
of this note is to show, under quite mild completeness restrictions on
 .L X , that the answer is yes in the case that the s-complete B.a. M is
purely atomic. An example is given showing that the answer is no in
general.
1. PRELIMINARIES
 .Let X be a lcHs and M : L X be a B.a. always assumed to have as
unit the identity operator I on X. Then M is said to be s-complete in the
.sense of Bade if it is s-complete as an abstract B.a. and if, for every
 4  . .  .countable family B : M we have H B X s F B X andn n n n n
 . .   .4E B X s sp D B X , the closed subspace of X generated byn n n n
 . w xD B X ; see 1 , for example.n n
 .  .  .Let L X and L X denote L X equipped with the strong and weaks w
 .operator topology, respectively. Given a set N : L X we denote the
s w .  .closure of N in L X , respectively L X , by N , respectively, N . A B.a.s w
 .M : L X is said to have the s-monotone property if lim B exists inn n
 .  4L X and is an element of M whenever B : M is a monotonicw n
sequence. Of course, the partial order in M is range inclusion, i.e., P F Q
 .  .iff P X : Q X .
 .LEMMA 1.1. Let X be a lcHs and M : L X be a B.a.
 .i If M has the s-monotone property, then M is s-complete.
 .   ..ii If M is equicontinuous in L X , then M has the s-monotone
property iff M is s-complete.
 . w x  .For i we refer to 7, Lemma 3.3 and ii follows from Proposition 4.1
w xand Corollary 4.6.1 of 7 .
w xLet L be a topological Hausdorff space and Z : L. Then Z denotes
the set of all elements in L each of which is the limit of some sequence of
w xpoints from Z. A set Z : L is called sequentially closed if Z s Z . The
sequential closure of a set Z : L is the smallest sequentially closed subset
of L which contains Z. It is always equipped with the relative topology
 . w xfrom L. If M : L X is a B.a., then M denotes the sequentialL  X .s
  .. w xclosure in L X of the linear span of M. It is clear that M is as L  X .s
 .  .linear subspace of L X . The closure, in L X , of the linear span of M iss
 :denoted by M .s
 .A compact, convex subset K of the locally convex algebra L X isw
w xcalled a spectral carrier 4, Definition 2.1 , if K is commutative, closed
 .  .under composition in L X , and T q S y TS g K whenever T , S g K.
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 .LEMMA 1.2. Let X be a lcHs and M : L X be a B.a. with the
 . w x  :s-monotone property. If either L X or M or M is quasicomplete,ss L  X .s
 .  .then the closed con¨ex hull co M is a spectral carrier in L X .w
Proof. The s-monotone property ensures that there exists a spectral
 .measure P: S ª L X , defined on a s-algebra of sets S of some set V,s
 . w xsuch that its range P S s M 7, Proposition 4.6 . To say P is a spectral
 .measure means that P is countably additive, P V s I, and P is multi-
  .  .  . .  .plicative i.e., P E l F s P E P F for all E, F g S . Since L X isw
 .the lcHs L X equipped with its weak topology and P is s-additives
 . w x  :whether considered as being L X -valued or M -valued, or M -ss L  X .s
 .valued, it follows from the quasicompleteness assumption that K s co M
  ..  .  . w xs co P S is a compact and convex subset of L X 11 . The otherw
properties required to establish that K is a spectral carrier are easy
wconsequences of the B.a. properties of M ; see the proof of 7, Proposition
x3.15 .
2. ATOMIC BOOLEAN ALGEBRAS OF PROJECTIONS
 .Let X be a lcHs and M : L X be a B.a. A non-zero projection B g M
is called an atom if, whenever D g M satisfies D F B, then either D s 0
 .or D s B. Then M is called purely atomic if there exists a family of
 4atoms B in M such that, for every B g M there exists a subseta a g A
Ä  4B : A such that  B s B. The summability of the family B isÄ Äa g B a a a g B
 .meant as the t -limit in L X of the net of partial sums over all finites
Ä  .  4subsets of B directed by inclusion . The family of atoms B , neces-a a g A
sarily pairwise disjoint and satisfying  B s I, is said to generate M.a g A a
 .  .The collection of all projections in L X is denoted by P X .
 .PROPOSITION 2.1. Let X be a lcHs and M : L X be an atomic B.a.,
 4generated by the atoms B , and ha¨ing the s-monotone property.a a g A
 . w x  :Suppose that at least one of the spaces L X or M or M isss L  X .s
quasicomplete. Then, for e¨ery subset F : A the series  B con¨erges ina g F a
 .  .L X to an element of P X .s
 .Proof. Fix an arbitrary subset F : A. Let F F denote the collection
of all finite subsets of F, directed by inclusion. The pairwise disjointness of
 4B implies that  B s E B belongs to M for each E ga a g A a g E a a g E a
 .   .4F F . Accordingly,  B ; E g F F is an upwards directed system ofa g E a
 . elements from M : K s co M . Since K is a spectral carrier cf. Lemma
.  .1.2 it follows that the limit lim  B exists in L X and is anE g F F . a g E a w
 . w x welement B g P X 4, Theorems 2.10 and 2.11 . Then 7, PropositionF
x4.21 implies that the limit B s lim  B also exists inF E g F F . a g E a
 .L X .s
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w xRemark. It is straightforward to produce examples where M orL  X .s
 :  .M is quasicomplete, but L X itself is not quasicomplete. Indeed, lets s
1  1 .X s l equipped with its weak-) topology s l , c . Then X is quasicom-0
 .plete but L X is not even sequentially complete. Let V s N ands
N  .  . S s 2 . Then P: S ª L X defined by P E w s x w coordinate-wises E
.multiplication , for all w g X and E g S, is a spectral measure and so
 .M s P S is a B.a. with the s-monotone property. It turns out that
w x wM is quasicomplete. For details of this example we refer to 7,L  X .s xExample 2.3 .
We now have the main result of the section.
 .THEOREM. Let X be a lcHs and M : L X be an atomic B.a. ha¨ing the
 .s-monotone property. Suppose that at least one of the spaces L X ors
w x  :M or M is quasicomplete. Then M is a sequentially closed subset ofsL  X .s
 .L X .s
If X is any quasicomplete, barrelled lcHs then it is a simple application
 .of the Banach]Steinhaus theorem to deduce that L X is necessarilys
quasicomplete. In particular, this includes all Frechet spaces and hence, allÂ
Banach spaces. Since every s-complete B.a. acting on a Frechet space isÂ
w xnecessarily equicontinuous 12, Proposition 1.2 , the above remarks to-
gether with the Theorem and Lemma 1.1 give the following
COROLLARY. Let X be a Frechet lcHs. Then e¨ery s-complete, atomicÂ
 .  .B.a. M : L X is a sequentially closed subset of L X .s
The example in the introduction shows that this Corollary cannot be
improved by replacing sequentially closed with closed.
 4Proof of Theorem. Let B be a generating family of atoms for M.a a g A
By Proposition 2.1, the collection of sets S : 2 A given by
 4S s F : A;  B g Ma g F a
is well defined. The claim is that S is a s-algebra of subsets of A. Clearly
f, A g S. If F g S and F c denotes the complement of F in A, then
 c B q  B s I shows that  c B s I y B with B sa g F a a g F a a g F a
 B g M. Since M is a B.a. we have  c B g M , i.e., F c g S.a g F a a g F a
Suppose that F , F g S are disjoint. It is a routine calculation from the1 2
definition of the convergence of the series  B which convergesa g F j F a1 2
 . .to some projection in L X by Proposition 2.1 thats
 B s  B q  B .a g F j F a a g F a a g F a1 2 1 2
Since both B s  B and B s  B belong to M and are1 a g F a 2 a g F a1 2
disjoint it follows that B q B s B k B g M , i.e., F j F g S.1 2 1 2 1 2
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 .Let E , E g S. If F E denotes the family of finite subsets of E ,1 2 j j
 4directed by inclusion, for j g 1, 2 , then
 B ?  B s  B lim  B . .  .  .a g E a b g E b a g E a F g F E . b g F b1 2 1 2
Using continuity of  B and the fact that each sum  B fora g E a b g F b1
 .F g F E is finite, gives2
 B ?  B s lim   B B . 1 . .  .  .a g E a b g E b F g F E . b g F a g E a b1 2 2 1
 .But, for b g F and F g F E fixed, the continuity of B and the fact that2 b
 .lim  B s  B imply thatG g F E . a g G a a g E a1 1
 B B s lim  B B , b g F . .a g E a b G g F E . a g G a b1 1
Since B B s 0 if a / b and B B s B if a s b it follows thata b a b b
  B B s  B , F g F E . . .b g F a g E a b b g F l E b 21 1
 .  .This shows that the limit in 1 is taken with respect to F E l E , i.e.,2 1
 .with respect to F E l E . Accordingly,1 2
 B ?  B s lim  B s  B . .  .a g E a b g E b F g F E l E . g g F g g g E l E g1 2 1 2 1 2
2 .
 . Since the left-hand side of 2 is a product of two elements from M hence,
.is in M it follows that  B g M , i.e., E l E g S.g g E l E g 1 21 2
If now F , F g S are arbitrary, then the identity1 2
F j F s F c l F j F l F c j F l F , . .  .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
with the three terms in the union pairwise disjoint, implies that F j F g1 2
S. Accordingly, S is an algebra of subsets of A.
 4`Finally, let E be a sequence of pairwise disjoint elements from S.n ns1
Then F s Dn E , for n s 1, 2, . . . , is an increasing sequence of ele-n ks1 k
 4`ments from S. Accordingly,  B is an increasing sequence ina g F a ns1n
M. Since M has the s-monotone property it follows that lim  Bnª` a g F an
 . w xs B exists in L X and belongs to M. By 7, Proposition 4.21 thisw
 .convergence is also valid in L X . It is routine to check thats
lim  B s  B where F s D` F s D` E and hence,nª` a g F a b g F b ns1 n ns1 nn
D` E g S. This shows that S is indeed a s-algebra of subsets of A.ns1 n
 4`Suppose now that P : M is a sequence such that P ª P inn ns1 n
 .L X . The aim is to show that P g M.s
 .Let E n g S be sets such that P s  B , for each n g N.n a g En. a
`  `  ..Define E s D F E n . Then E g S and so Q s  B g M.Ns1 nsN a g E a
We show that P s Q.
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 .Fix x g X. If a g E, then there exists N such that a g E n for alla
n G N . Accordingly, B x occurs in each series  B x for alla a b g En. b
n G N . It follows that P B x s B x for all n G N and hence, B x sa n a a a a
lim P B x. That is,n n a
B x s PB x , a g E. 3 .a a
 .Adding up the terms in 3 and using continuity of P gives
Qx s  B x s  PB x s P  B x s PQx. .a g E a a g E a a g E a
Since x g X was arbitrary it follows that
Q s PQ. 4 .
 .Suppose now that a f E. Then there is an increasing sequence n 1 -
 .   ..  .n 2 - ??? such that a f E n j for all j G 1. So, if x g B X , thena
P x s  B x s 0, j g N.n j. b g En j.. b
 4`  4`Hence, the subsequence P x of P x converges to zero fromn j. js1 n ns1
which it follows that
Px s 0, x g B X , a f E. 5 .  .a
But, Ec g S and I y Q s  B g M showing thata f E a
I y Q x s x , x g I y Q X s sp D B X . 6 4 .  .  .  .  .a f E a
 .  .Applying P to 6 , and using 5 and the continuity of P shows that
P I y Q x s Px s 0, x g I y Q X . .  .  .
So, for x g X arbitrary it follows that
P I y Q x s P I y Q I y Q x s 0 .  .  .
 .  . .  .since y s I y Q x g I y Q X . This shows that P I y Q s 0 which,
 .combined with 4 , implies that P s Q.
`w x.COUNTEREXAMPLE. Let X s L 0, 1 equipped with its weak-)`
 ` 1.topology s L , L , in which case X is a quasicomplete lcHs. For p g`
w . pw x.  p q.1, ` let X denote L 0, 1 equipped with its weak topology s L , L ,p
where q satisfies py1 q qy1 s 1. Then X is a sequentially complete lcHs1
and X is a quasicomplete lcHs for 1 - p - `. If S denotes the family ofp
w xall Borel subsets of V s 0, 1 , then it is routine to verify that P :p
 .  .S ª L X defined by P E : f ¬ x f , for f g X and E g S, is as p p E p
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w x  .spectral measure for all p g 0, ` . Accordingly, M s P S is a B.a. withp p
w xthe s-monotone property 7, Lemma 3.1 . The claim is that M is not ap
 .sequentially closed subset of L X .s p
n  yn  . yn x n  . 2 ny 1 nLet I s j2 , j q 1 2 for 0 F j - 2 , and put A n s D Ij js1 2 jy1
1w xfor n g N. It is shown in 5, Example 4 that x ª | in X , where |An. `2
denotes the function on V which is constantly 1.
w x XFix p g 1, ` . Given f g X and g g X s X , the function w s fg gp p q
X s X X . Accordingly, if l denotes the Lebesgue measure, then1 `
1 1 1 1 :  :lim x , w s lim x w dl s |w dl s |, wH Hnª` An. nª` An. 2 2
0 0
1 1   .. :  :since x ª | in X . That is, P A n f , g ª |f , g , as n ª `,An. ` p2 2
X 1 1  ..  .for every f g X and g g X , which shows that P A n ª P V s Ip p p p2 2
1 .in L X . But, I f M showing that M is not sequentially closed ins p p p2
 .L X .s p
w xThe B.a.'s M , 1 F p F `, are not equicontinuous 6, Proposition 4 .p
This raises the following
QUESTION 1. Is an equicontinuous B.a. M with the s-monotone property
 .necessarily sequentially closed in L X ? Or, e¨en more specific, does theres
 .exist a s-complete B.a. M acting in a Banach or Hilbert! space which is not
 .a sequentially closed subset of L X ?s
In the class of examples above the sequential closedness of the B.a. Mp
fails because the limit operator is not a projection. Of course, if M is
 .equicontinuous, then the limit in L X of a sequence of projections froms
 .M is always an element of P X .
QUESTION 2. Is a B.a. M with the s-monotone property a sequentially
 .  .closed subset of P X l L X ?s
We show that the B.a.'s M , 1 F p F `, do not answer Question 2.p
pw x.Suppose first that 1 F p - `. Let Z denote the Banach space L 0, 1p
 .equipped with its norm topology. Then X s Z is just Z equippedp p s p
 X .  .with its weak topology s Z , Z . If T g L X , then T is also continuousp p p
 .  .from X to X where m is the Mackey topology on X . But, this isp m p m p
 .  .precisely the norm topology and so L X s L Z as vector spaces.p p
 .  .Moreover, it is routine to check that L Z s L X as lcH-spaces.w p s p
Clearly M still has the s-monotone property considered as a B.a. inp
 .  .L Z and hence, by Lemma 1.1, it is s-complete as a B.a. in L Z .p s p
Since the Banach space Z is separable M is actually a complete B.a. inp p
 . w x  4`L Z 3, XVII, Lemma 3.21 . Now, suppose that Q : M is as p n ns1 p
 .  .sequence and V g P X such that Q ª V in L X . Then also Q ª Vp n s p n
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 . w xin L Z from which it follows via 1, Theorem 3.2 that Q ª V inw p n
 .L Z . But, the separability of Z implies that M is actually a closeds p p p
 .subset of L Z ; see the introduction. Accordingly, V g M .s p p
Now consider the case p s `. Observe that X s ZX with the weak-)` 1
 X .  4`  .topology s Z , Z . Suppose that P : M s P S is a sequence and1 1 n ns1 ` `
 .  .W g P X such that P ª W in L X . For each n g N, let Q g M :` n s ` n 1
 . X  4`L Z be the unique operator such that Q s P . Then Q is Cauchy1 n n n ns1
 . .  . .in L Z s L Z . So, for each w g Z the sequential complete-w 1 s s 1 s 1
 .ness of Z guarantees the existence of Vw g Z such that Q w ª Vw in1 s 1 n
 . 5 5 4Z . Since sup Q ; n g N s 1 it follows that the linear map V:1 s n
 .Z ª Z so defined belongs to L Z . It is straightforward to check that1 1 1
X  .V s W from which it follows that V g P Z . Accordingly, Q ª V in1 n
 . .  . .L Z l P Z and so V g M by the previous paragraph. Sinces 1 s 1 s 1
M X s M it follows that W g M .1 ` `
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